
Grade LEVEL 2 - (Music)
Topic Outline
SY 2021 - 2022

Teacher: Gabriella Georgina Lada

I. Rhythm

a. associating visual images with sound and silence within a rhythmic pattern

b. clapping, tapping, chanting and playing musical instruments in correct rhythm

c. echo clapping

d. creating and playing ostinato pattern through body movements

II. Melody

a. Pitch

- identifying low and high pitched sounds

- associating pitch with body movements and voice production

- demonstrating high and low tone through singing and playing a musical

instrument

- singing with correct pitch

b. Simple Melodic Contour

- illustrating melodic contour through the air

- correlates melodic pattern to visual imagery

III. Form

a. musical lines

b. demonstrating the beginning and ending of song through movements and

sound

c. indicating repeated musical passages

IV. Timber ( sound quality)

a. voice production

b. differentiation in sound quality

c. replicates different sources of sound and associate them with body movements

d. introduction to musical instruments

V. Dynamics

a. distinguishing loud and medium and soft in recorded music

b. replicating loud, medium and soft in instruments and vocals

c. using the term loud and soft to identify volume changes

d. showing dynamics through body movements

e. associating animal movements to dynamics

VI. Tempo

a. distinguish slow, slower, fast, and faster in recorded music

b. replicates slow, slower, fast faster vocally

c. demonstrating tempo variations through movements
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d. responding to varied tempo with movement or dance

e. mimicking animal movement

f. responding to correct tempo of a song as guided by the hand signal of a teacher

VII. Texture

a. demonstrating the concept of texture by singing two-part round

b. identifying musical density using recorded music
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